
CPTS is trusted by consulting engineers to provide faster 
high-quality, reliable CPT data every time. 

Since 1999, CPTS has built a first-class reputation for 
expertise and experience in CPT services. Owner and 
exclusive site supervisor, Yvo Keulemans has more than 
20 years hands-on CPT experience. 

CPTS provides highly experienced CPT operators and a 
fleet of CPT testing vehicles. Our specialised insitu testing 
equipment includes:

   Standard cone (Qc & Fs) and Piezocone
 (Qc, Fs & Pore pressure)

   Vane shear testing with electronic inline torque  
 sensor

   Dilatometer and Seismic dilatometer 

   Electronic hand-held penetrometer

   Wireline soil samplers for sampling soft/loose  
 strata 

   Precision in-house systems to confirm highest  
 accuracy calibration of CPT probes

   Vacuum chambers capable of completely   
 saturating fully assembled piezocones prior to  
 each test. 

For site access without delay, data without query, and 
testing efficiency without rival; trust CPTS to deliver the 
best.

For your next project, contact:
Yvo (Evo) Keulemans
M 0407 375 977  •  E yvo@cpts.com.au

Offering one  
level of service

CPTS
cone penetration testing services

....the best.



When projects need to be delivered on time and on budget, 

time is limited and reliable data is critical. 

We help clients solve unique soil testing and site access 
challenges, by working with         to transport personnel, 
sensitive equipment and machinery across difficult-to-
access sites. 

We can access and test in:

  Reclamation sites

  Tidal mud flats

  Tailings dams

  Over water testing

  Dam walls

  Pre and post sand densification

  Slip failures

  Swamps

  Construction sites.

We are committed to ensuring satisfaction for both 
you and your client.  We achieve this by delivering 
a top-quality service and keep you informed 
throughout the engagement and delivery process. 

For site access without delay, data without query, 

and testing efficiency without rival; trust CPTS to 

deliver the best.
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